
ELECTRIC HEATER
STEAM BOILER



About Us

Dpstar is the leading brand for individual electric heater steam 
boiler systems for your customised industrial applications.

Dpstar’s  are safe and versatile heat sources that produce low- or high-pressure steam or hot water for
commercial and industrial processes and for comfort heating applications. Dpstar electric heater steam 
boilers can be used anywhere steam is required and electric power is available. Our Heating System Boilers 
are packaged units that operate from existing distribution voltages, making installation simple.

Dpstar electric heater steam boilers are used in industry when the primary available energy is electricity. The 
steam is generated by an electric resistor heating flange inside the boiler shell. The units are skid-mounted 
complete with feed water tank, water treatment and control panel. The complete factory pre piping and 
wiring ensures quick and easy installation on site.
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Features
Complete ready to use skid mounted for easy on site installation

Electric operation does not require gas/oil supply and chimney system

Piping and wiring factory made

Control panel with system visualization, several interfaces with existing bms (building management systems)

individual designed as per customer needs

Design and manufacturing according to ped 2014/68/ec or asme sect. Viii div. 1



Whether you’re completely outfitting a new electric heater steam boiler system or replacing aging
equipment, Dpstar is your complete industrial and commercial electric heater steam boiler resource. We 
offer the distinct advantage of having everything you need for a safe, reliable and sustainable boiler system: 
a trusted reputation, reliable equipment, unmatched customer service, custom solutions, exceptional quality 
and industry expertise.

Advantage Of Working With Us
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Achieving clean, efficient energy conversion may seem complicated, 
but Dpstar makes it easy. Count on our electric boiler solutions to 
help you reach your sustainability goals

CUSTOM ENGINEERED 
SOLUTIONS

Engineering design team to create a 
complete boiler room system 

tailored to your project’s specific 
needs. You’ll save time, money and 

manpower 

QUALITY

Dpstar’s quality policies and
principles are designed to ensure all 
products and services consistently 

meet or exceed customer
requirements. 

TRUSTED
REPUTATION

Building upon seven decades of 
boiler design and construction 

success. 30+ years from that first  
electric boiler.

When you work with Dpstar, your 
project is in experienced, trustworthy 

hands. Dpstar’s boiler systems are 
built by a team of seasoned

professionals and skilled tradesmen.

Consequent research and
development work permanently

optimize the energy efficiency and 
the durability of the products. Dpstar 

turnkey solutions offer an optimal
cost-benefit ratio.

Dpstar’s systems are monitored all 
around the clock and can be 

serviced at low cost, quickly and 
efficiently with an advanced control 
panel. Our products and plants have

low maintenance requirements.

EXPERTISE EFFICIENCYRELIABILITY
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Applications We Serve
At Dpstar, we design and fabricate an extensive line of electric heater steam boiler products for a range of 
industrial and commercial markets. Our customers are located around the world in wide range of industry. 

With us on your project team, you’ll benefit from our decades of engineering expertise, technical knowledge, 
design know-how and fabrication experience. And we offer more customization options than virtually anyone 
else in the business. If you’re looking for efficient, sustainable, reliable hot water and steam, we’ll deliver a 
unique boiler room solution tailored to your needs.

Wastewater
Treatment

Food
Processing

Commercial
Buildings

Industrial
Plants 

Beverage
Industry Pharmaceutical 




